One Health-Knowledge Café Presents
Webinar
Traveling during COVID-19
Friday, 30 October 2020
1:30PM-3:00 PM GMT | 7:15PM NPT | 3:30PM CET | 6:30AM PST

Webinar Description:
Traveling and spread of a pandemic are closely related. Not just for individuals, but for countries, geographic and political regions and economies, the decisions regarding traveling have a great impact.

Register to this webinar hosted by One Health Knowledge Café where experts from Argentina (Maria Fernanda Bauleo), Nepal (Amit Arjyal), United Kingdom (Farah Shahi) and Germany (Prof. Tomas Jelinek) will share their insights and experiences from various perspectives on traveling and COVID 19 pandemic.

Register: https://forms.gle/AVMLDCgmG28oTKvo8